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Systems and methods are provided which afford a technical application for insuring, bonding, and underwriting a transmission of a data set, streaming data, and/or document over the Internet through TCP/IP and all other electronic media such as WAP.
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(wireless application protocol), VOIP (voice-over IP), fiber optic channels, microwave channels, and through standard electrical switches, electrical outlets and power lines. The present invention includes a computer readable medium having computer executable instruction to cause a system perform a method for insuring, bonding, and/or underwriting data transmission. The method includes enabling a first remote client coupled to a communications network to insure, bond, and/or underwrite a transmission of an electronic data set, streaming data, and/or document, with a selected coverage type for a selected coverage amount, from the first remote client to one or more second remote clients. The method further includes charging a fee to an appropriate account for the selected coverage type and amount.
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Field of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to the field of information handling systems. More particularly, the present invention relates to systems and methods for insuring, bonding, and underwriting the electronic transmission of data, streaming data, and/or documents over the Internet.

Background of the Invention

The Internet has become a tremendous information resource tool. Even more, the Internet is a powerful agent that will transform the way all business is transacted and the way nearly every product and service is created and sold. With countless websites, portals, and information transfer channels proliferating at an extremely rapid rate the ability to hold the Internet users attention becomes critical. It is recognized that convenience and speed alone are not always enough. Today, the consumer is demanding an added comfort level to know that use of the Internet for conducting business is secure and reliable. Internet users who transact business over the Internet are very conscious of these security issues. In the field of on-line Internet transactions a multitude of manufacturing, retail, service companies including financial and legal service industries, health care organizations, municipal organizations and the like are transmitting their important documents over electronic communication channels. These Internet users need to know not only that their transmissions are received, but additionally that these transmissions have not been mis-received, intercepted, interfered or tampered with by outside sources or un-intended recipients.

For example, a research division of an automotive company may send confidential engineering drawings for a new product to another group of engineers at another remote site. The company wants to be certain that the drawings only arrive to the intended audience. For this purpose, the company may also desire to insure that those drawings have been securely received for liability reasons. Similarly, health care industries may desire to make a patient's confidential medical records accessible to the
patient on-line. However, to do so these health care industries, and other service industries, will likely be subject to impending government regulations regarding confidentiality and privacy issues which require that such information electronically transmitted through the Internet is secure. Such organizations will thus need a means to insure themselves against liability in the event security is breached.

One approach to affording confidentiality and privacy includes using various commercially available security measures for the electronic transmission of data, streaming data, and/or documents over the Internet. One form of such includes encryption software. Another security form includes the use of compression software.

Still another security form includes transmitting data over a fast optical portal, thus making the data more difficult to intercept.

Presently, not all Internet users who have to send sensitive material have access to the data security means described above. Often the software packages and/or sophisticated networks necessary to provide the same are cost prohibitive, and in some instances require extensive in-house technical support. Even more, none of the above described mechanisms provide any recourse for failure.

For the reasons stated above, and for other reasons which will be explained and described below organizations and individuals conducting business transactions and sending data, streaming data, and/or documents over the Internet need to insure, bond, and underwrite the security of the transmission and receipt of the same without incurring significant additional costs. A technical application involving systems and methods capable of resolving this need does not currently exist. Creating such systems and methods represents a technical problem to be solved.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention provides systems and methods for insuring, bonding, and underwriting the transmission and receipt of data, streaming data, and/or documents, such as in Internet business transactions, without incurring significant additional costs. Other embodiments are similarly included which will be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art upon reading this disclosure.
One particular embodiment of the present invention includes, a system for insuring, bonding, and underwriting, either independently or in any combination of the three, the electronic transmission of data, streaming data, and/or documents over a communications network. The system includes a server and a remote client coupled to the server over a communications network. The system further includes software means operative on the server and the remote client. The software means is operative on the server and the remote client for enabling a user at the remote client to electronically transmit data, streaming data, and/or documents, with a selected form of coverage, e.g. insuring, bonding, and/or underwriting, all three being independently optionable or optionable in any combination thereof, from a first remote client to one or more second remote clients. The software means is further operable for charging an appropriate account a fee for the selected form of coverage.

One of ordinary skill in the art will further understand upon reading this disclosure that the system includes a computer readable medium having computer executable instruction to cause the system to perform a method for insuring, bonding, and/or underwriting the electronic transmission of data, streaming data, and/or documents, all three being independently optionable or optionable in any combination thereof. Thus, one method embodiment of the present invention includes enabling a first remote client coupled to a communications network to electronically transmit data, streaming data, and/or documents, with a selected form of coverage, e.g. insuring, bonding, and/or underwriting, all three being independently optionable or optionable in any combination thereof, from the first remote client to one or more second remote clients. The method further includes charging an appropriate account a fee for the selected form of coverage.

These and other embodiments, aspects, advantages, and features of the present invention will be set forth in part in the description which follows, and in part will become apparent to those skilled in the art by reference to the following description of the invention and referenced drawings or by practice of the invention. The aspects, advantages, and features of the invention are realized and attained by means of the
instrumentalities, procedures, and combinations particularly pointed out in the appended claims.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

Figure 1 is a diagram of a hardware and operating environment in conjunction with which embodiments of the invention may be practiced.

Figure 2 is an illustration of one embodiment of a system according to the teachings of the present invention, which can be incorporated into a communications network including the Internet.

Figure 3 is an illustration of another embodiment of a system according to the teachings of the present invention, which can be incorporated into a communications network including the Internet.

Figure 4 is an illustration of still another embodiment of a system according to the teachings of the present invention, which can be incorporated into a communications network including the Internet.

**Detailed Description**

In the following detailed description, reference is made to the accompanying drawings which form a part hereof, and in which is shown by way of illustration specific illustrative embodiments in which the invention may be practiced. These embodiments are described in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to practice the invention, and it is to be understood that other embodiments may be utilized and that logical, mechanical and electrical changes may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. The following detailed description is, therefore, not to be taken in a limiting sense.

Figure 1 is an overview diagram of a hardware and operating environment in conjunction with which embodiments of the invention may be practiced. The description of Figure 1 is intended to provide a brief, general description of suitable computer hardware and a suitable computing environment in conjunction with which the invention may be implemented. The invention is described in the general context of
computer-executable instructions, such as program modules, being executed by a computer, such as a personal computer. Generally, program modules include routines, programs, objects, components, data structures, etc., that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data types.

Moreover, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the invention may be practiced with other computer system configurations, including hand-held devices, multiprocessor systems, microprocessor-based or programmable consumer electronics, network PCS, minicomputers, mainframe computers, and the like. The invention may also be practiced in distributed computer environments where tasks are performed by remote processing devices that are linked through a communications network. In a distributed computing environment, program modules may be located in both local and remote memory storage devices.

In the embodiment shown in Figure 1, a hardware and operating environment applicable to any of the servers and/or remote clients shown in Figures 2-4 is provided.

As shown in Figure 1, the hardware and operating environment includes a general purpose computing device in the form of a personal computer 20, or a server 20, including a processing unit 21, a system memory 22, and a system bus 23 that operatively couples various system components including the system memory 22 to the processing unit 21. There may be only one or there may be more than one processing unit 21, such that the processor of computer 20 comprises a single central-processing unit (CPU), or a plurality of processing units, commonly referred to as a parallel processing environment. The computer 20 may be a conventional computer, a distributed computer, or any other type of computer; the invention is not so limited.

The system bus 23 can be any of several types of bus structures including a memory bus or memory controller, a peripheral bus, and a local bus using any of a variety of bus architectures. The system memory can also be referred to as simply the memory, and includes read only memory (ROM) 24 and random access memory (RAM) 25. A basic input/output system (BIOS) 26, containing the basic routines that help to transfer information between elements within the computer 20, or a server 20, such as during start-up, may be stored in ROM 24. The computer 20, or a server 20
further includes a hard disk drive 27 for reading from and writing to a hard disk, not shown, a magnetic disk drive 28 for reading from or writing to a removable magnetic disk 29, and an optical disk drive 30 for reading from or writing to a removable optical disk 31 such as a CD ROM or other optical media.

The hard disk drive 27, magnetic disk drive 28, and optical disk drive 30 couple with a hard disk drive interface 32, a magnetic disk drive interface 33, and an optical disk drive interface 34, respectively. The drives and their associated computer-readable media provide non volatile storage of computer-readable instructions, data structures, program modules and other data for the computer 20, or a server 20. It should be appreciated by those skilled in the art that any type of computer-readable media which can store data that is accessible by a computer, such as magnetic cassettes, flash memory cards, digital video disks, Bernoulli cartridges, random access memories (RAMs), read only memories (ROMs), redundant arrays of independent disks (e.g. RAID storage devices) and the like, can be used in the exemplary operating environment.

A number of program modules can be stored on the hard disk, magnetic disk 29, optical disk 31, ROM 24, or RAM 25, including an operating system 35, one or more application programs 36, other program modules 37, and program data 38. A plug in containing a security transmission engine for the present invention can be resident on any one or number of these computer-readable media.

A user may enter commands and information into the personal computer 20, or server 20 through input devices such as a keyboard 40 and pointing device 42. Other input devices (not shown) can include a microphone, joystick, game pad, satellite dish, scanner, or the like. These other input devices are often connected to the processing unit 21 through a serial port interface 46 that is coupled to the system bus 23, but can be connected by other interfaces, such as a parallel port, game port, or a universal serial bus (USB). A monitor 47 or other type of display device can also be connected to the system bus 23 via an interface, such as a video adapter 48. The monitor 40 can display a graphical user interface for the user. In addition to the monitor 40, computers
typically include other peripheral output devices (not shown), such as speakers and printers.

The computer 20, or server 20 may operate in a networked environment using logical connections to one or more remote computers or servers, such as remote computer 49. These logical connections are achieved by a communication device coupled to or a part of the computer 20, or server 20; the invention is not limited to a particular type of communications device. The remote computer 49 can be another computer, a server, a router, a network PC, a client, a peer device or other common network node, and typically includes many or all of the elements described above relative to the computer 20, or server 20, although only a memory storage device 50 has been illustrated in Figure 2. The logical connections depicted in Figure 2 include a local area network (LAN) 51 and a wide area network (WAN) 52. Such networking environments are commonplace in office networks, enterprise-wide computer networks, intranets and the Internet, which are all types of networks.

When used in a LAN-networking environment, the computer 20, or server 20, is connected to the LAN 51 through a network interface or adapter 53, which is one type of communications device. When used in a WAN-networking environment, the computer 20, or server 20, typically includes a modem 54, a type of communications device, or any other type of communications device, e.g. a wireless transceiver, for establishing communications over the wide area network 52, such as the Internet; the invention is not so limited. The modem 54, which may be internal or external, is connected to the system bus 23 via the serial port interface 46. In a networked environment, program modules depicted relative to the personal computer 20, or portions thereof, can be stored in the remote memory storage device 50 of remote computer, or server 49. It is appreciated that the network connections shown are exemplary and other means of, and communications devices for, establishing a communications link between the computers may be used including hybrid fiber-coax connections, T1-T3 lines, DSL's, OC-3 and/or OC-12, TCP/IP, microwave, WAP (wireless application protocol), and all other electronic media through standard
switches, routers, outlets and power lines, as the same are know and understood by one of ordinary skill in the art. The invention is not so limited.

The hardware and operating environment in conjunction with which embodiments of the invention may be practiced has been described. The computer 20, or server 20, in conjunction with which embodiments of the invention can be practiced can be a conventional computer, a distributed computer, or any other type of computer; the invention is not so limited. Such a computer 20, or server 20, typically includes one or more processing units as its processor, and a computer-readable medium such as a memory. The computer 20, or server 20, can also include a communications device such as a network adapter or a modem, so that it is able to communicatively couple to other computers, servers, or devices.

Figure 2 is an illustration of one embodiment of a system 200 according to the teachings of the present invention, which can be incorporated into a communications network including the Internet. For ease of illustration, the system 200 is referred to herein as an information handling system 200. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure that the same is not intended to be limiting. The information handling system 200 includes a server 201 including a processor coupled with a computer based storage device. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure the various, commercially available servers which include such processor and memory means. In example, the processor coupled to the computer based storage device may comprise part of a network system server. As shown in Figure 2, the server 201 is accessible over a network connection by a remote client 204, e.g. client A, having a client program or software means operable thereon and a graphical user interface. Remote client 204 further couples to a recipient client 206, or target, e.g. client B, to whom remote client 204 intends to electronically transmit a data set, streaming data, and/or document. As one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure, remote client 204 is coupled to recipient client 206 over a network connection and can access remote client 206 via means such as a universal resource locator (URL) address. In one embodiment, the information handling system 200 may be part of a larger network system which is coupled to any
number of remote/recipient clients over a local area network (LAN), e.g. an Ethernet network. In an alternative embodiment, the remote/recipient clients can be coupled to the information handling system 200 over a wide area network (WAN). Also the remote/recipient clients, 204 and 206 can be coupled to one another and the server 201 in the information handling system 200 over the public switched telephone network (PSTN), over a WAP network, e.g. rf and satellite microwave, over the Internet or any combination of the same. In this description, two remote clients are discussed, e.g. sending remote client 204 and recipient client 206. However, one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure that sending client 204 can be coupled to one or more recipient remote clients for transmitting to many remote clients at once versus strictly a one to one relationship.

The information handling system 200 can further include a mainframe computer as the same are known and understood by one of ordinary skill in the art. The information handling system 200 includes a computer with a computer readable medium having computer executable instructions to cause the computer to perform methods according to the teachings of the present invention. The computer readable medium and computer executable instructions include software for interpreting and executing the computer executable instructions. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand the various programming languages and protocol, including object oriented programming and TCP/IP, that can be employed for the same. The invention is not so limited. The information handling system may further include network connections to printers and other peripheral devices 208 as the same are known and understood by one of ordinary skill in the art.

Figure 3 is an illustration of another embodiment of a system 300 according to the teachings of the present invention, which can be incorporated into a communications network including the Internet. The embodiment of system 300 is intended to incorporate a delivery verification function of the present invention as described in more detail below. For ease of illustration, the system 300 is again referred to herein as an information handling system 300. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure that the same is not intended to be limiting. The information
handling system 300 includes a server 301 including a processor coupled with a computer based storage device. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure the various, commercially available servers which include such processor and memory means. In example, the processor coupled to the computer based storage device may comprise part of a network system server. As shown in Figure 3, the server 301 is accessible over a network connection by a remote client 304, e.g. client A, having a client program or software means operable thereon and a graphical user interface. Remote client 304 further couples to a recipient client 306, or target, e.g. client B, to whom remote client 304 intends to electronically transmit a data set, streaming data, and/or document. Alternatively, as one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure, the remote client 304 can intend strictly to make the data set, streaming data, and/or document(s) stored at remote client 304 accessible by remote client 306. As one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure, remote client 304 and remote client 306 are coupled to one another over a network connection and can access one another via address means, such as a universal resource locator (URL) address. In one embodiment, the information handling system 300 may be part of a larger network system which is coupled to any number of remote clients over a local area network (LAN), e.g. an Ethernet network. In an alternative embodiment, the remote clients, can be coupled to the information handling system 300 over a wide area network (WAN). Also the remote/recipient clients, 304 and 306 can be coupled to one another and the server 301 in the information handling system 300 over the public switched telephone network (PSTN), over a WAP network, e.g. rf and satellite microwave, over the Internet or any combination of the same. Again, in reference to Figure 3, only two remote clients are discussed, e.g. sending remote client 304 and recipient client 306 in order to provide an easier illustration. However, one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure that sending client 304 can be coupled to one or more recipient remote clients for transmitting to many remote clients at once versus strictly a one to one relationship.

The information handling system 300 can further include a mainframe computer as the same are known and understood by one of ordinary skill in the art. The
information handling system 300 includes a computer with a computer readable medium having computer executable instructions to cause the computer to perform methods according to the teachings of the present invention. The computer readable medium and computer executable instructions include software for interpreting and executing the computer executable instructions. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand the various programming languages and protocol, including object oriented programming and TCP/IP, that can be employed for the same. The invention is not so limited. The information handling system may further include network connections to printers and other peripheral devices 308 as the same are known and understood by one of ordinary skill in the art.

In the embodiment shown in Figure 3, the peripheral devices 308 coupled to server 301 are also accessible by remote client 306 over a network connection such that electronic data/documents can be communicated to and/or between remote client 306 and the peripheral devices 308 coupled to server 301. As one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure, remote client 306 and the peripheral devices 308 coupled to server 301 can access one another via means such as a universal resource locator (URL) address.

Figure 4 is an illustration of yet another embodiment of a system 400 according to the teachings of the present invention, which can be incorporated into a communications network including the Internet. The embodiment of system 400 is intended to incorporate a duplication and replication function of the present invention as described in more detail below. For ease of illustration, the system 400 is again referred to herein as an information handling system 400. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure that the same is not intended to be limiting.

The information handling system 400 includes a server 401 including a processor coupled with a computer based storage device. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure the various, commercially available servers which include such processor and memory means. As shown in Figure 4, the server 401 is accessible over a network connection by a remote client 404, e.g. client a, having a client program and a graphical user interface. Remote client 404 further couples to
another remote client 406, or alternatively stated a recipient client 406, or target, e.g. client B, to whom remote client 404 intends to electronically transmit a data set, streaming data, and/or document. Alternatively, as one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure, the remote client 404 can intend strictly to make a set of data/document stored at remote client 404 accessible by remote client 406. As one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure, remote client 404 and remote client 406 are coupled to one another over a network connection and can access one another via means such as a universal resource locator (URL) address.

In one embodiment, the information handling system 400 may be part of a larger network system which is coupled to any number of remote clients over a local area network (LAN), e.g. an Ethernet network. In an alternative embodiment, the remote clients, 404 and 406, as well as server 401, can be coupled to one another in the information handling system 400 over a wide area network (WAN). Also, the remote/recipient clients, 404 and 406 can be coupled to one another and the server 401 in the information handling system 400 over the public switched telephone network (PSTN), over a WAP network, e.g. rf and satellite microwave, over the Internet or any combination of the same. Again, in reference to Figure 4, only two remote clients are discussed, e.g. sending remote client 404 and recipient client 406 in order to provide an easier illustration. However, one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure that sending client 404 can be coupled to one or more recipient remote clients for transmitting to many remote clients at once versus strictly a one to one relationship. The information handling system 400 with server 401 may further include network connections from the server 401 to printers and other peripheral devices 408 as the same are known and understood by one of ordinary skill in the art.

In the embodiment shown in Figure 4, the peripheral devices 408 coupled to server 401 are accessible by remote client 406 over a network connection such that electronic data/documents can be communicated to and/or between remote client 406 and the peripheral devices 408 coupled to server 401. As one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure, remote client 406 and the peripheral
devices 408 coupled to server 401 can access one another via means such as a universal resource locator (URL) address.

As shown in Figure 4, the server 401 may comprise part of a network system server which is coupled to additional servers, e.g. servers 410 and 412. In one embodiment according to the teachings of the present invention, the server 401 and additional servers, 410 and 412, include software which provides an appropriate security method for performing the methods of the present invention. In one embodiment, the appropriate security method can include passwords or key access accounts. In another embodiment, the appropriate security method can include data compression software.

In another embodiment, the appropriate security method can include encryption software. In still another embodiment, the appropriate security method can include transmission through a network including a fast optical portal. All of the above described can be employed independently or in combination, the invention is not so limited. Thus, in one embodiment, by way of illustration and not by way of limitation, the server 401 and additional servers, 410 and 412, can include a security transmission engine, such as a compression engine, as the same are known and understood by one of ordinary skill in the art. Also, the information handling system 400 can further include a mainframe computer as the same is known and understood by one of ordinary skill in the art.

In all the embodiments discussed above in connection with Figures, 2, 3, and 4, the information handling system 400 includes a computer with a computer readable medium having computer executable instructions to cause the computer to perform methods according to the teachings of the present invention. The computer readable medium and computer executable instructions include software for interpreting and executing the computer executable instructions. The information handling system 400 further includes software means operative on the system 400 to perform methods according to the teachings of the present invention. The software means includes a novel software program, including interface protocols, for carrying out the methods of the present invention. The novel software program according to the teachings of the present invention will be executing on system 400. The software means can be resident
on the server 401, or alternatively, the software means can be resident on any number of
the storage devices, e.g. computer readable medium, coupled in system 400.

One of ordinary skill in the art will understand the manner in which a software
program can be launched from a computer readable medium in a computer based system
to execute the functions defined in the software program. One of ordinary skill in the
art will further understand the various programming languages which may be employed
to create a software program designed to implement and perform the methods of the
present invention. In one embodiment, the application software is implemented using
object oriented programming, extended mark-up language (XML), hyper-text mark-up
language (HTML) and the like. However, the teachings of the present invention are not
limited to a system using the above examples and no embodiment of the invention is
limited to a particular programming language or environment.

Methods according to the Present Invention

As explained in connection with Figures 1-4, the present invention is
implemented using computer based systems which have computer readable medium for
executing instructions from software means, e.g. programs, for carrying out the method
embodiments described below. As one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon
reading this disclosure, the functions provided by such execution of such computer
executable instructions can be separated into various program modules stored on the
computer readable medium. In one embodiment, a program module is defined as a
software object executing on the computer based system.

In Figures 1-4, a system or network which includes a processor and storage
device has been presented, e.g. such as contained in one or more servers. As one of
ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure, the storage device
includes a computer readable medium having computer executable instructions. The
computer readable medium is not limited to the storage device, however, and can
alternatively be a transportable computer medium in the form of a disk. The computer
readable medium in the storage device, or on a disk, is comprised of a number of
databases having a number of database structures. One of ordinary skill in the art will
understand upon reading this disclosure the manner in which numerous database
structures can be configured within one or more storage devices and networked to
communicatively operate with one another and/or a processor.

According to one embodiment of the teachings of the present invention, at least
one of the databases includes a database having a data structure which tracks a number
of client accounts. Similarly, at least one of the databases includes a data structure
which maintains a number of contractual relationships which define the business rules
for performing the methods of the present invention. These business rules can include
defined coverage relationships in which services can be separated by categories. For
example, according to the teachings of the present invention, the electronic transmission
of data sets, streaming data, and/or documents can be divided into groups such as; all
transmissions of a specific type (e.g. all medical records, purchase orders, legal emails,
etc.), all transmissions of a specific size, all transmissions routed through a specific
server, all transmissions between a specific sender/receiver pair, all transmissions from
a specified sender, all transmissions to a specified receiver, or any combination of the
above. Thus, in one embodiment, this database includes a client policy management
data structure and is used for performing a client policy management function. The
database can further be defined as performing a client relationship management
function. The systems and methods of the present invention can further accommodate
transmissions which do not fall into a predetermined contractual relationship. Thus, for
transmissions which do not fall into a category defined by the contractual relationship,
the systems and methods can provide a select coverage rider. The same can be
optionally selected using the novel software of the systems and methods of the present
invention. It is noted that the services afforded by the systems and methods of the

present invention do not require a pre-defined contractual relationship in one of the
database structures and that the systems and methods can be used on an ad-hoc basis.
However, if such a pre-defined contractual relationship exists in a database of the novel
systems, the business rules will be transparent to a user performing a transmission from
one remote client to another remote client. In this scenario, the systems and methods,
including the novel program configuration, will automatically perform the methods of the present invention without additional user input.

According to one embodiment of the systems and methods of the present invention, at least one database maintains a logging data structure for tracking all transmissions of data sets, streaming data, and/or documents. According to the systems and methods of the present invention, this database maintains a data structure against which all transmission can be verified as transmitted and received or not received. In this manner, this database of the present invention facilitates authenticating the submission of claims covered according to the insuring, bonding, and underwriting aspects of the present invention. In one embodiment, the logging data structure contains only information, such as a header, relating to the transmission and not the data set, streaming data, and/or documents themselves. At least one database maintains a data structure for tracking a claim submission process, and keeps records of all claims for maintaining the integrity of the systems and methods of the insuring, bonding, and underwriting aspects of the present invention. As one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure, these databases thus can facilitate data reporting, including statutory reporting, required for the systems and methods of the present invention.

In one embodiment another database, according to the systems and methods of the present invention, includes a marketing, product, and sales management data structure for identifying, analyzing, and tracking potential and previous product sales under the present invention. It further provides a mechanism to provide point of sale support, manage sales campaigns and authority to sell, manage sales incentives and commissions, analyze sales markets and channels, and analyze sales performance.

Using the novel software of the present invention, these database tools can be used to track client or customer related activities, analyze client product usage, and analyze profitability under the systems and methods of the present invention. According to the teachings of the present invention, the product is defined herein as the services offered by the systems and methods of the present invention. Also, at least one database includes a financial data structure for tracking all of the business financial processes.
associated with the insuring, bonding, and underwriting aspects of the present invention. This database thus includes a set of back office software applications for supporting financial accounting functions such as; general loger (G/L), accounts receivable (A/R), and accounts payable (A/P). Automated interfaces exist between the same and all other processes according to the systems and methods of the present invention. The database and software applications can further provide asset and liability management as well as capital reserves management.

The systems and methods of the present invention can support a number of invoicing configurations dependent upon a given client relationship and the services being used. These invoicing configurations include a per usage charge, e.g. a charge being calculated by various transmission factors such as size, dollar, liability amount, etc. They can also include a flat periodic fee charge, a periodic fee plus additional charge when a number of transmissions and their configuration exceed set values. They can include a periodic fee plus additional charges for specific types of usage, periodic fees minus reimbursement for unused services. Additionally, the A/R can provide an interface to a sales commission process for the product. And, the A/R will provide the interfaces needed to update other back office systems according to the teachings of the present invention, e.g. the G/L and A/P.

The following definitions are provided for purposes of explaining the methods of the present invention. As used herein, the insuring of electronic transmissions for data, streaming data, and documents includes systems and methods for providing an insurance coverage amount payable as an A/P in the event that such information transmitted from one remote client to another remote client, using the systems and methods of the present invention, is not received, e.g. the transmission fails. This function can be preempted by the systems and methods of the present invention when a reason for failure is included as an exclusion based on the contractual relationship as defined by the business rules for the particular transmission. For example, the systems and methods can operate according to the business rules such that a payable is not allocated from the A/P if and when the failure occurs due to operator error at the sending remote client or the receiving remote client. As one of ordinary skill in the art
will understand upon reading this disclosure, the systems and methods of the present invention can use the logging data structure for tracking all transmissions of data sets, streaming data, and/or documents to verify whether the transmission was actually received. Those same events can be recorded in the logging database structure. Further, the systems and methods of the present invention may have optionality built in to perform a number of resend attempts upon an initial failure. That same optionality can be built into and defined within the business rules data structure of the present invention.

Further, the systems and methods of the present invention can provide functionality for defining a specific insurance coverage amount, by category, according to the business rules data structure of the present invention. Alternatively, the systems and methods of the present invention, can provide the optionality for a user at a remote client to select a desired insurance coverage amount on a per transmission basis. Additional optionality can be combined with the insuring embodiment of the present invention, as the same is described below. In one embodiment, this can include delivery verification to the sending remote client and/or additional security measures discussed below. In one embodiment, the systems and methods of the present invention can assess an additional charge to a user at the sending remote client for the logging capability of the logging database structure. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand that all of this described functionality can be contained within the computer based system described in connection with Figure 1.

As used herein, the bonding of electronic transmissions for data, streaming data, and documents includes systems and methods for providing a bonding coverage amount payable as an A/P in the event that such information transmitted from one remote client to another remote client, using the systems and methods of the present invention, is not received, e.g. the transmission fails. Again, this function can be preempted by the systems and methods of the present invention when a reason for failure is included as an exclusion based on the contractual relationship as defined by the business rules for the particular transmission as described above. As one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure, the systems and methods of the present
invention use the logging data structure for tracking all transmissions of data sets, streaming data, and/or documents to verify whether the transmission was actually received. As before, the systems and methods of the present invention may have optionality built in to perform a number of resend attempts upon an initial failure. That same optionality can be built into and defined within the business rules data structure of the present invention. Similarly, the systems and methods of the present invention can provide functionality for defining a specific bond coverage amount, by category, according to the business rules data structure of the present invention. Alternatively, the systems and methods of the present invention, can provide the optionality for a user at a remote client to select a desired bond coverage amount on a per transmission basis. According to the teachings of the present invention, the financial database structure of the present invention tracks and allocates sufficient funds to back the selected bond coverage amount.

Additional optionality can be combined with the bonding embodiment of the present invention, as the same is described below. In one embodiment, this can include delivery verification to the sending remote client and/or additional security measures discussed below. In one embodiment, the systems and methods of the present invention can assess an additional charge to a user at the sending remote client for the logging capability of the logging database structure. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand that all of this described functionality can be contained within the computer based system described in connection with Figure 1.

As used herein, the underwriting of electronic transmissions for data, streaming data, and documents includes systems and methods for providing an underwriting coverage amount payable as an A/P in the event that such information transmitted from one remote client to another remote client, using the systems and methods of the present invention, is not received, e.g. the transmission fails. Again, this function can be preempted by the systems and methods of the present invention when a reason for failure is included as an exclusion based on the contractual relationship as defined by the business rules for the particular transmission as described above. As one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure, the systems and methods of
the present invention use the logging data structure for tracking all transmissions of data sets, streaming data, and/or documents to verify whether the transmission was actually received. Further, the systems and methods of the present invention may have optionality built in to perform a number of resend attempts upon an initial failure. That same optionality can be built into and defined within the business rules data structure of the present invention. Similarly, the systems and methods of the present invention can provide functionality for defining a specific underwriting coverage amount, by category, according to the business rules data structure of the present invention. Alternatively, the systems and methods of the present invention, can provide the optionality for a user at a remote client to select a desired underwriting coverage amount on a per transmission basis. Additional optionality can be combined with the insuring embodiment of the present invention, as the same is described below. In one embodiment, this can include delivery verification to the sending remote client and/or additional security measures discussed below. In one embodiment, the systems and methods of the present invention can assess an additional charge to a user at the sending remote client for the logging capability of the logging database structure. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand that all of this described functionality can be contained within the computer based system described in connection with Figure 1.

The definitions above have referred to an event of transmission failure. However, one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure that the above definitions defining functional methods of the present invention can operate in a similar fashion for events where the transmission has been mis-received, intercepted, interfered or tampered with by outside sources or un-intended recipients.

The computer executable instructions on the computer readable medium include one or more software programs. One of ordinary skill in the art will further understand the various programming languages, such as object oriented programming and the like, which can be used to create the one or more programs. The invention is not so limited. Neither is the present invention limited to a specific set of protocols. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure, the various number of protocols which can be employed in the system or network of the present invention to
perform the methods described in the present invention. The processor can execute the computer readable instructions contained in the described computer readable medium to perform the methods of the present invention. The following include embodiments of the present invention employing a computer readable medium having computer readable instruction for performing a method for insuring, bonding, and underwriting the electronic transmission of data sets, streaming data, and documents over the Internet.

These embodiments of the present invention include systems and methods for insuring, bonding, and underwriting the transmission of documents and data, including streaming data, over the Internet through TCP/IP and all other electronic media such as WAP (wireless application protocol), VOIP (voice-over IP), fiber optic channels, microwave channels, and through standard electrical switches, electrical outlets, powerlines, etc. These embodiments further include methods for facilitating electronic commerce and providing associated individual and organizational services. The scope of the present invention includes other method embodiments which will be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art upon reading this disclosure.

In particular, one such additional method embodiment includes novel software including a number of program modules or components located on a server within the system for creating and populating a contractual relationship database for a particular client. In other words, in one embodiment, the systems and methods provide for the creation and management of a particular policy and policy management for a particular client. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure that the various embodiments include novel software including a number of program modules or components located on the computer based system or network of the present invention, e.g. servers, sending remote clients, and receiving remote clients, for facilitating the methods of the present invention.

The system explained in connection with Figures 1-4, comprises a server having a processor, a storage device coupled to the processor, and software means operative on the processor, e.g. system collectively. In other words, the invention includes a program stored on a computer readable medium, such as the storage device. The program includes computer executable instructions which can be operated on by the processor.
The system more broadly includes the server, connectively coupled to remote clients having client programs, and additional servers and systems, with the software means, e.g. software program executing on the system. The software program will enable the methods described below.

One method embodiment of the present invention is explained in reference to Figure 2. This method embodiment employs the software means operating on the system to enable a user at a remote client to insure, bond, and/or underwrite the transmission of any electronic data, including streaming data, or any electronic document over a communication network, e.g. rf, satellite, the Internet or a communication network including a combination thereof. According to the teachings of this embodiment the software means operating on the system insures, bonds and underwrites the transmission of all data, including streaming data, and all electronic documents for a fee based on a user's selected coverage type and for a selected coverage amount from a first remote client to a second remote client. According to the teachings of the present invention, the user is charged a fee for the service of the systems and methods of the present invention.

According to the teachings of the present invention, a selected coverage can include using the systems and methods of the present invention solely to insure a transmission of a data set, including streaming data, or a document. According to the teachings of the present invention, a selected coverage can include using the systems and methods of the present invention solely to bond a transmission of a data set, including streaming data, or a document. According to the teachings of the present invention, a selected coverage can include using the systems and methods of the present invention solely to underwrite a transmission of a data set, including streaming data, or a document. And, according to the teachings of the present invention, a selected coverage can include using the systems and methods of the present invention to perform any combination of the above listed functions in relation to a transmission of a data set, including streaming data, or a document. The systems and methods of the present invention thus include a novel program which optionally provides a function or number of functions chosen as the selected coverage, and applies an appropriate fee for the
selected coverage to an appropriate account, an identified account, a specified account, a designated account, etc.

For example, in one embodiment, the software means operating on the system can use an insurance application script, unique tracking ID, or insured transmission mechanism designed to automatically attach a license for registration and insurance purposes to a user's electronic data set, including streaming data, or a document sent from a remote client to another remote client. According to the teachings of the present invention. The insured transmission mechanism, which is used equally for the insuring, bonding, and underwriting embodiments, identifies a transmission as insured, bonded, and/or underwritten, and contains tracking and security components as defined by the business rules in the business rules database structure for a particular transmission. In effect, the insurance application script is used to track the transmission of the data set, streaming data, or document to an intended destination at a remote client as well as to apply an appropriate fee for the selected coverage to an appropriate account. The insured transmission mechanism is integral with all of the program modules and software/protocols of the system for the present invention.

According to the teachings of this method embodiment, a user at a remote client having a client program addresses the system server, as described in Figure 2, over a communication network. For example, the user at the remote client having a client program can address the system server, e.g. using a URL address or generally accessing a website for the server over the Internet. Using the system and methods of the present invention, the user at a remote client having a client program can then electronically transmit a signal over the communication network representing a request that an identified data set, streaming data set, or an identified document be transmitted to a designated destination, e.g. another remote client. In one embodiment, transmitting a signal representing a request accesses an online insurance, bonding, or underwriting document which includes an electronic account form. According to the teachings of the present invention, the method includes having the user complete an electronic account form using the software means and/or client program. In this embodiment, the user includes data which represent a location of the remote client and an address to which an
identified data set, streaming data set, or an identified document is to be transmitted. Using the systems and methods of the present invention, a selected coverage is chosen, e.g. insurance, bonding, underwriting, or any combination of the same as described above. For example, in one embodiment, an identified data set, streaming data set, or an identified document is insured and bonded for transmission over the Internet. Also, in this embodiment, data is entered into a set of fields on the electronic account form such that the user at the remote client uses the software means and the client program to select an amount of coverage per coverage type, e.g. insuring, bonding, and/or underwriting. According to the teachings of the present invention, the systems and methods include optionality for selecting different amounts of coverage within each selected coverage type in order to cover different subsets of the data set(s), streaming data, and/or documents being transmitted. Again, according to the systems and methods of the present invention, the business rules can define the same.

According to the teachings of this method embodiment, transmission of the document is a permission activated event such that once the user at the remote client submits data representing the electronic data set, streaming data, or document to be transmitted to another remote client, the transmission is authorized and the software means provides the insuring, bonding, and/or underwriting, depending on the selected coverage, and assesses a fee to an appropriate account of the user at the remote client, or a designated account, e.g. sending a client fee.

As one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure, the above described method of accessing an electronic form is not required where the contractual relationship database already contains defined business rules for transmissions from that particular client. In this scenario, the electronic form is transparent to a user at the remote client. However, a user at the remote client can still access the same, using the novel software of the present invention for purposes of augmenting or amending a set of specifics relating to a particular transmission, e.g. obtaining a select coverage rider.

Another method embodiment of the present invention is explained in reference to Figure 3. This method embodiment employs the software means operating on the
system to enable a user at a remote client to insure and certify the transmission of any
data set, streaming data, or electronic document over a communication network, e.g. a
communication network including rf, satellite, the Internet or any combination thereof.
According to this embodiment, the term certify is intended to include a delivery
verification. According to the teachings of this embodiment the software means
operating on the system insures, bonds, underwrites and verifies delivery for the
transmission of all data sets, streaming data, or electronic documents for a fee based on a
user's selected/desired coverage. Again, the user is charged a fee upon the transmission
of the insured, bonded and/or underwritten data sets, streaming data, or electronic
documents. For example, the software means operating on the system can use an
insurance application script designed to automatically attach a license for registration
and insurance purposes to a user's electronic data set, streaming data, or document sent
from a remote client as the same has been described in more detail above. The insurance
application script includes the same as described above and similarly referred to as the
insured transmission mechanism. However, in this embodiment in addition to the
functionality described above, the software means operating on the system electronically
transmits a delivery verification as data representing a successful transmission of the
data set, streaming data, or document to an intended recipient at another remote client.
In one embodiment, the delivery verification can be termed as a return receipt, however,
the present invention is not so limited. In other words, the delivery verification provided
by the systems and methods of the present invention can consist of more than a return
receipt notice.

In this embodiment as shown in Figure 3, the software means electronically
communicates an automatic-reply over a communications network back to the system
server for a delivery verification. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon
reading this disclosure, that the same delivery verification can be stored in the logging
database structure described above using the systems and methods of the present
invention. In one embodiment, by way of example and not by way of limitation, the
delivery verification can be termed a certified or certification verification. An account of
the sending user/remote client, or other appropriate account, charged a fee upon the
transmission of the insured, bonded and/or underwritten data sets, streaming data, or electronic documents. In this embodiment, the sending user/remote client is electronically provided over the communication network with a delivery verification. Again, in one embodiment by way of example and not by way of limitation the delivery verification may include a return receipt.

According to the teachings of this method embodiment, a user at a remote client having a client program addresses the system server, as described in Figure 3, over a communication network. For example, the user at the remote client having a client program can address the system server, e.g. using a URL address or generally accessing the website for the server over the Internet. The user at a remote client having a client program then electronically transmits data over the communication network representing a request that a user data set, streaming data, and/or document be insured, bonded, and/or underwritten for transmission over the Internet. In one embodiment, the method includes having the user complete an on-line electronic form using the software means and/or client program. In one embodiment, the completing the on-line electronic form includes creating an on-line insurance policy. According to the teachings of the present invention, the on-line electronic form includes a number of data fields for entering information. In one embodiment, the on-line electronic form includes an electronic account form which further includes a number of data fields for entering information for an appropriate account. In one embodiment, the on-line electronic form includes a number of linked web pages which have a number of data fields for entering information. In one embodiment, one or more of the number of linked web pages can include an example or a template, or optionality for creating an on-line insurance policy. In one embodiment, one or more of the number of linked web pages can include an electronic account form having a number of data fields for entering information for an appropriate account. In one embodiment, a user at a remote client can include data which represent a location, e.g. URL address, of the remote client and an address, e.g. another URL address, for another remote client to which a data set, streaming data, and/or document is to be transmitted. In one embodiment, a user at the remote client uses the software means and client program to select an amount of coverage per
coverage type, e.g. insuring, bonding, and/or underwriting, as described herein. According to the teachings of the present invention, the systems and methods include optionality for selecting different amounts of coverage within each selected coverage type in order to cover different subsets of the data set(s), streaming data, and/or documents being transmitted. For example, a user can define that all medical records transmitted from the remote client be insured for a coverage amount of $300 per transmission, and that all X-rays transmitted from the remote client be insured for a coverage amount of $500 per transmission. Again, according to the systems and methods of the present invention, the business rules can define the same.

According to the teachings of this method embodiment, the user at the sending remote client can electronically transmit data representing a request for a delivery verification. In one example, by way of illustration and not by way of limitation the delivery verification is in the form of an electronic return receipt. However, according to the teachings of the present invention, the delivery verification can include electronic data and information beyond a return receipt notification. That is, according to the teachings and methods of the present invention, the systems and methods can provide a wide variety of data and information back to the sending remote client based on a number of delivery verification request formats optioned by the sending remote client using the program of the present invention. In one embodiment, the user at the remote client having a client program can electronically transmit data representing a delivery verification request format by activating a data field on the electronic form. Again, according to the teachings of the present invention, the delivery verification request format can include a request for a detailed set of delivery verification information, or alternatively, can include a request for an electronic return receipt. The invention is not so limited. When the delivery verification request step is performed, or selected by the user using the systems and methods of the present invention, the software means, or program activates an automatic tracking software application for the data set, streaming data, and/or document to be transmitted.

According to the teachings of this method embodiment, transmission of the document is a permission activated event such that once the user at the remote client
submits data representing the electronic data set, streaming data, and/or document to be transmitted to another remote client, the transmission is authorized and the software means, or program provides the selected coverage and selected coverage amount and assesses or charges a fee to an appropriate account upon transmission of the data set, streaming data, and/or document, as the same has been described above. In this embodiment, the software means will generate a delivery verification and electronically provide the delivery verification to the sending user/remote client over the communication network.

As one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure, the above described method of accessing an electronic form is not required where the contractual relationship database already contains defined business rules for transmissions from that particular client. In this scenario, the electronic form is transparent to a user at the remote client. However, a user at the remote client can still access the same, using the novel software of the present invention for purposes of augmenting or amending a set of specifics relating to a particular transmission, e.g. obtaining a select coverage rider.

Another method embodiment of the present invention is explained in reference to Figure 4. This method embodiment employs the software means, or program, operating on the system to enable a user at a remote client to insure, bond, and underwrite the transmission of any electronic data set, streaming data, and/or document over a communication network, e.g. a communication network including rf, satellite, and Internet connections or any combination of the same. However, this embodiment incorporates additional security optionality as discussed and described above. In other words, Figure 4 illustrates a duplication and replication embodiment for a transmission using the systems and methods of the present invention. According to the teachings of this embodiment, the software means operating on the system insures, bonds, and/or underwrites the transmission of all electronic data sets, streaming data, and/or documents for a fee based on a user's selected/desired coverage. As described in detail above, the user is charged a fee for transmission of the insured, bonded and underwritten data set, streaming data, and/or document based on the selected coverage type and a
selected an amount. As mentioned above, according to the teachings of the present invention, the systems and methods include optionality for selecting different amounts of coverage within each selected coverage type in order to cover different subsets of the data set(s), streaming data, and/or documents being transmitted. Thus, according to the teachings of the present invention, the systems and methods are operable for sending data sets, streaming data, and/or documents which are insured over a range of insurance amounts. That is, the transmission of the data set, streaming data, and/or document can includes a first portion of the data set, streaming data, and/or document insured at a first insurance amount and another portion insured at a second insurance amount and so forth.

For example, a user can define that all medical records transmitted from the remote client be insured for a coverage amount of $300 per transmission, and that all X-rays transmitted from the remote client be insured for a coverage amount of $500 per transmission. The invention is not so limited. In these instances, the software means operating on the system uses an appropriate insurance application script, as described above, designed to automatically attach a license for registration and insurance purposes to a user’s electronic data set, streaming data, and/or document sent from a remote client. The appropriate insurance application script, or insured transmission script accounts for the various insurance amounts. Again, according to the systems and methods of the present invention, the business rules can define the same.

Further, as explained in detail above in other embodiments, the software means operating on the system also can provide delivery verification. In one embodiment, the software means operating on the system provides an insured delivery verification. In one embodiment, the software means operating on the system provides a bonded delivery verification. In another embodiment, the software means operating on the system provides an underwritten delivery verification. That is the software means operating on the novel system can electronically transmit data representing the successful transmission of the data set, streaming data, and/or document to an intended recipient at another remote client as a delivery verification. As shown in Figure 4, the software means can electronically communicate an automatic-reply over a communications network back to the system server for verification. In one embodiment,
by way of example and not by way of limitation, the system server performs an initial delivery verification. In one embodiment, according to the teachings of the present invention, this delivery verification performed by the system server can be termed a certification verification. An account of the sending user/remote client is charged a fee upon transmission of the insured, bonded, and/or underwritten data set, streaming data, and/or document. And, as described above, the sending remote client is electronically provided with a delivery verification over the communication network.

According to the teachings of this method embodiment, a user at a remote client having a client program addresses the system server, as described in Figure 4, over a communication network. For example, the user at the remote client having a client program can address the system server, e.g. using a URL address or generally accessing a website for the server over the Internet. The user at a remote client having a client program can then electronically transmit data over the communication network representing a request that a user document be insured and bonded for transmission over the Internet. In one embodiment, the method includes having the user complete an electronic form using the software means and/or client program. The electronic form includes the electronic form as discussed and described in detail above. In this embodiment, the user includes data which represent a location of the sending remote client and an address of a recipient remote client to which the document is to be transmitted. In one embodiment, the user at the remote client uses the software means and client program to select an amount, or first amount, of insurance coverage for the document transmittal. As explained in detail above, a range of, and multiple, insurance amounts can be selected using the systems and methods of the present invention.

Again, as explained above, the method of accessing an electronic form and entering data specific to locations of the sending and recipient client is not required where the contractual relationship database already contains defined business rules for transmissions from that particular client. In this scenario, the electronic form is transparent to a user at the remote client. However, a user at the remote client can still access the same, using the novel software of the present invention for purposes of
augmenting or amending a set of specifics relating to a particular transmission, e.g.

obtaining a select coverage rider.

In the embodiment of Figure 4, the systems and methods of the present invention employ additional functionality for duplication and replication of the transmission of the data set, streaming data, and/or document to an intended recipient at another remote client. In one embodiment using the systems and methods of the present invention, the user at the remote client can even use the software means to select how long the data set, streaming data, and/or document may reside at the recipient remote client’s location. Additionally, in one embodiment using the systems and methods of the present invention, the user at the remote client can use the software means to select a set of additional security measures, e.g. compression, encryption, fast optical portals, etc., as described in detail above. That is in one embodiment, by way of example and not by way of limitation, the data set, streaming data, and/or document is secured using the software means and a security transmission engine, such as a compression engine. The embodiment shown in Figure 4 employs the duplication and replication methodology available in the systems and methods of the present invention, e.g. capabilities contained in servers 410 and 412. The invention, however, is not so limited and other appropriate security measures can be selected using the systems and methods of the present invention, as one of ordinary skill in the art will understand the same upon reading this disclosure.

As mentioned above, according to the teachings of this method embodiment, other functionality of offering the user at the sending remote client the ability to electronically transmit data representing a return receipt request is still present in the embodiment of Figure 4. But in addition, in the embodiment of Figure 4, the user at the remote client having a client program can electronically transmit data representing a request to secure the data set, streaming data, and/or document by activating a data field on the electronic form. The software means can provide the user at the remote client with a number of reasons, e.g. an advice notification, listing why the user at the remote client may want to secure the data set, streaming data, and/or document based. As one of ordinary skill in the art will understand upon reading this disclosure, the program
according to the systems and methods of the present invention can tailor the advice
notification responsive to a type or a class of the data set, streaming data, and/or
document which is to be transmitted. Once the data set, streaming data, and/or
document is secured, using the systems and methods of the present invention, the user
may further electronically transmit data representing a request to create a copy of the
data set, streaming data, and/or document, using the software means, for storage on the a
server network, e.g. an archive server, by activating a data field on the electronic form.
According to the teachings of the present invention, the method can include exchanging
the data set, streaming data, and/or document with the archive server through an
exchange server as part of the server network.

According to the teachings of this method embodiment, the user at the sending
remote client can electronically transmit data representing a delivery verification request.
In one embodiment, the user at the remote client having a client program can
electronically transmit data representing a delivery verification request by activating a
data field on the electronic form. When this step is performed by the user, the software
means activates an automatic tracking software application for the data set, streaming
data, and/or document to be transmitted.

According to the teachings of this method embodiment, transmission of the
document is permission activated such that once the user at the remote submits data
representing the electronic data set, streaming data, and/or document to be transmitted to
another remote client, the transmission is authorized and the software means provides
the insurance, bonding, and/or underwriting coverage and assesses or charges a fee to the
user at the sending remote client, e.g. a sending client fee, as the same has been
described above.

According to the teachings of this method embodiment, the software means
operating on the system further allows the recipient remote client to electronically access
the document from the system server network, e.g. servers 410 and 412, using a file
access key if the recipient remote client is unable to open the electronic document
initially at their location. An example of a file access key includes a user name and
password, or unique identifier. Also, in this embodiment, the software means is
Operable for copying and exchanging the document through an exchange server, e.g. servers 410 and 412, to the network system server when the electronic document is transmitted or sent.

Conclusion

Thus, systems and methods have been provided which provide a technical application for insuring, bonding, and underwriting a transmission of a data set, streaming data, and/or document over the Internet through TCP/IP and all other electronic media such as WAP (wireless application protocol), VOIP (voice-over IP), fiber optic channels, microwave channels, and through standard electrical switches, electrical outlets and power lines. The technical application of the present invention fills a technical need which has not been heretofore met. The present invention includes a computer readable medium having computer executable instruction to cause a system perform a method for insuring, bonding, and/or underwriting data transmission. The method includes enabling a first remote client coupled to a communications network to insure, bond, and/or underwrite a transmission of an electronic data set, streaming data, and/or document, with a selected coverage type for a selected coverage amount, from the first remote client to one or more second remote clients. The method further includes charging a fee to an appropriate account for the selected coverage type and coverage amount. Thus, the systems and methods of the present invention include a technical application which provides a solution to the heretofore unresolved problem of insuring, bonding, and/or underwriting transmission of data sets, streaming data, and/or documents over the Internet.
We claim:

1. A system for transmitting data over a communications network, comprising:
   a server;
   a number of remote clients coupled to the server over the communications
   network; and
   software means operative on the server and the remote client for:
       enabling a user at a first remote client to transmit an electronic data set, a
       streaming data set, and/or an electronic document from the first
       remote client to one or more second remote clients, wherein a
       transmission of the electronic data set, the streaming data set,
       and/or the electronic document includes an insured transmission
       mechanism defining a selected coverage type and a selected
       coverage amount; and
       charging an appropriate account a fee for the defined selected coverage
       type having the selected coverage amount.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the communications network includes an Internet
   network.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the selected coverage type includes a selected
   coverage type for insuring the transmission of the electronic data set, the streaming data
   set, and/or the electronic document with a selected coverage amount.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the selected coverage type includes a selected
   coverage type for bonding the transmission of the electronic data set, the streaming data
   set, and/or the electronic document with a selected coverage amount.
5. The system of claim 1, wherein the selected coverage type includes a selected coverage type for underwriting the transmission of the electronic data set, the streaming data set, and/or the electronic document with a selected coverage amount.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the software means operative on the server and the remote client is further operable for providing a delivery verification to the server.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the software means operative on the server allows the user at the first remote client to access, on-line, a website on the server and to optionally select a coverage type and a selected coverage amount for a transmission of the electronic data set, the streaming data set, and/or the electronic document by entering data into a defined set of data fields within a number of linked web pages.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein the data entered in the defined set of data fields within the number of linked web pages defines a set of business rules or a contractual relationship for the transmission and is stored as a data structure in a business rules database.

9. A system for transmitting data over a communications network including the Internet, comprising:

   a server;

   a number of remote clients coupled to the server over the communications network; and

   software means operative on the server and the remote client for:

   enabling a user at a first remote client to transmit an electronic data set, a streaming data set, and/or an electronic document from the first remote client to one or more second remote clients, wherein a transmission of the electronic data set, the streaming data set, and/or the electronic document includes an insured transmission mechanism defining a selected coverage type and a selected
coverage amount for the transmission, wherein the selected coverage type includes insuring the transmission, bonding the transmission, and/or underwriting the transmission; and charging an appropriate account a fee for the defined selected coverage type having the selected coverage amount.

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the software means includes optionality for independently selecting one of the selected coverage types and includes optionality for selecting any combination of the selected coverage types.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the software means includes optionality for selecting a number of different coverage amounts from within the selected coverage types.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the software means includes optionality for selecting different coverage types and different coverage amounts for a number of subsets of the electronic transmission of the data set, the streaming data, and/or the electronic documents.

13. The system of claim 9, wherein the software means is further operable for securing the electronic transmission of the data set, the streaming data, and/or the electronic document.

14. The system of claim 12, wherein securing the electronic transmission of the data set, the streaming data, and/or the electronic document includes performing a duplication and replication function on the data set, the streaming data, and/or the electronic document within the system.
15. The system of claim 9, wherein the software means is further operable for providing a delivery verification of the electronic data set, streaming data, and/or document to the first remote client.

16. The system of claim 9, wherein the selected coverage type and the selected coverage amount for the transmission of the electronic data set, the streaming data set, and/or the electronic document are defined in a business rules data structure within the system, and wherein the business rules data structure is transparent to a user at the first remote client.

17. The system of claim 9, wherein the system includes a computer readable medium and the software means includes computer executable instructions.

18. A system for transmitting data over a communications network including the Internet, comprising:

   a server;

   a number of remote clients coupled to the server over the communications network; and

   software means operative on the server and the remote client for:

   enabling a user at a first remote client to transmit an electronic data set, a streaming data set, and/or an electronic document from the first remote client to one or more second remote clients, wherein a transmission of the electronic data set, the streaming data set, and/or the electronic document includes an insured transmission mechanism defining a selected coverage type and a selected coverage amount for the transmission, wherein the selected coverage type includes insuring the transmission, bonding the transmission, and/or underwriting the transmission;

   logging the transmission in a database having a logging data structure and coupled to the server; and
charging an appropriate account a fee for the defined selected coverage type having the selected coverage amount.

19. The system of claim 18, wherein the system further includes a database coupled to the server which has a data structure which tracks a number of client accounts for charging the appropriate account a fee for the defined selected coverage type and the selected coverage amount.

20. The system of claim 18, wherein the system further includes a database coupled to the server which has a data structure which maintains a number of contractual relationships which define a set of business rules for a transmission.

21. The system of claim 20, wherein the set of business rules further define a coverage relationship in which insuring, bonding, and/or underwriting functions are optionably divided into a subset of categories.

22. The system of claim 21, wherein the software means includes optionality for providing a select coverage rider when a transmission does not fall within a pre-selected category.

23. The system of claim 18, wherein the system further includes a database coupled to the server which has a marketing, a product, and a sales management data structure for identifying, analyzing, and tracking prospective use of the system.

24. The system of claim 18, wherein the system further includes a database coupled to the server which has a financial data structure for tracking a number of business processes associated with insuring, bonding, and/or underwriting a transmission.
25. The system of claim 18, wherein the software means further includes at least one program module or component coupled to the server for creating and populating a contractual relationship database for a user of the system.

26. The system of claim 18, wherein the system further includes a database coupled to the server which has client policy management data structure.
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FIG. 2
CLIENTS A & B EXCHANGE ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS DIRECTLY, INSURED AND BONDED.

CLIENT A SENDS ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT

② INSURANCE PROVIDED
ALL ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS ARE INSURED/BONDED/VERIFIED.

① REQUEST INSURANCE
CLIENT A ACCESSES AN ONLINE INSURANCE DOCUMENT USING THE ELECTRONIC ACCOUNT FORM.

③ VERIFY DELIVERY
WHEN ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT ARRIVES AT DESTINATION AN AUTOMATIC-REPLY IS SENT FOR VERIFICATION.

④ CLIENT NOTIFICATION OF DELIVERY
"CLIENT A" ACCOUNT IS INSURED AND BONDED WITH DELIVERY VERIFICATION.

FIG. 3
CLIENTS A & B EXCHANGE ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS DIRECTLY, INSURED, BONDED AND MOST SECURELY.

1. REQUEST INSURANCE
   CLIENT A ACCESSES AN ONLINE INSURANCE DOCUMENT USING THE ELECTRONIC ACCOUNT FORM.

2. INSURANCE PROVIDED
   ALL ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS ARE INSURED/BONDED/VERIFIED. ACCOUNTS ARE CHARGED A FEE BASED ON DESIRED COVERAGE PER ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT ADDRESS.

3. VERIFY DELIVERY
   WHEN ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT ARRIVES AT DESTINATION AN AUTOMATIC-REPLY IS SENT FOR VERIFICATION.

4. CLIENT NOTIFICATION OF DELIVERY
   "CLIENT A" ACCOUNT IS INSURED AND BONDED WITH DELIVERY VERIFICATION.

FIG. 4

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
CLIENTS A & B EXCHANGE ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS DIRECTLY, INSURED, BONDED AND MOST SECURELY.

1. REQUEST INSURANCE
   CLIENT A ACCESSES AN ONLINE INSURANCE DOCUMENT USING THE ELECTRONIC ACCOUNT FORM.

2. INSURANCE PROVIDED
   ALL ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS ARE INSURED/BONDED/VERIFIED. ACCOUNTS ARE CHARGED A FEE BASED ON DESIRED COVERAGE PER ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT ADDRESS.

3. VERIFY DELIVERY
   WHEN ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT ARRIVES AT DESTINATION AN AUTOMATIC-REPLY IS SENT FOR VERIFICATION.

4. CLIENT NOTIFICATION OF DELIVERY
   "CLIENT A" ACCOUNT IS INSURED AND BONDED WITH DELIVERY VERIFICATION.